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IHTRODUCTHM
In order to understand the attitude of the Vatican toward
Communism from 1936 to 194-5, it is necessary to understand the
structure, methods and aims of both the Vatican and Communism.
M examination will reveal that there are similarities and differences
between the Vatican and Communism that are worthy of notice.
CoEHitunist Russia and the Vatican are absolutistic in structure.
The Vatican elates that Jesus mde Peter the first Pope when he is re
puted to have said in the sixteenth chapter of Ifctthew "and I say unto
thee, that thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build w churchj
and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. And I will give
unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt
bind on earth shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt loose
on earth shall be loosed in heaven." from this passage in Ifatthew the
papacy secured its divine right and authority.
The absolutism of the Vatican Ms developed gradually over a long
period of time. In 313 Constantino admitted Christianity to the place
of an authorized government religion, and Theodosiue the Great, one of
the successors of Constantino, made Christienity the only official
religion of the Empire. Since then one of the fundamental tenets of
Vatican policy has been the practical union of Church and State.
Gregory VII declared that the Pope had thd authority to depose Emperors
and absolve the followers of the Emperor of their oath of allegiance
to their monarch, basing his claim on that part of the account of the
words of Jesus to Peter in Watthew which said "whatsoever thou shalt
bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, etc". The relation, he
claimed, between the Pope and the Emperor was as the sun to the moon.
He gave a temporal example of his doctrine when he deposed Henry IV.
Constantine gave Christianity government status, Theodosius the Great
made Christianity the sole religion of the state, and Gregory VII
placed the Church above the State. Innocent III and Boniface ¥111
carried out the Gregorian idea in their pontificates.
Another important factor in establishing papal absolutism yras the
famous "Donation of Constantine.n This document was supposed to have
shown that Constantine gave the Pope all of the provinces of the
Western Roman Empire. It was circulated for centuries before it x-ras
discovered that the document was forged. The Psevdo-Isidorean Decretals*
intended to give the Church the supreiaacy over the State, were likewise
discovered, after centuries of circulation, to be forged. ThewPseudo-
Isidorean Decretals" and the "Donation of Constantine" helped to streng
then the position of the papacy in the Middle Ages before they were
exposed as forgeries by the investigating minds of the Renaissance.
The Protestant Reformation produced the Counter-reformation within
the Catholic Church which saved in the direction of more centralised
authority at the Council of Trent (154-5-1563). Up to the Council of
Trent, with rare exceptions, the papacy did not judge it necessary to
enter into communication with rulers or states through regular envoys.
At the Council of Trent the nuncial system originated. Authority be
came more ;md. more centralised, and local independence disappeared. In
1870 Pius IX had the Pope declared infallible when he spoke ex cathedra.
TJhen the forces of the new Kingdom of Italy marched into Rome the Papal
States, that had originated in the eighth century, came to an end. In
the Lateran treaty of 1^29 the Papacy secured 108 acres of its former
territory in the form of the new Vatican City State with a temporal and
spiritual absolutism.
Hongside of the authoritarianism of the Vatican stands the
dictatorship of the proletariat in Soviet Russia headed by the ab
solutist Stalin. Lenin, who was a good disciple of Karl Marx, said
that the transition from Capitalism to Socialism m..s to be effected by
an interim period of dictatorship. The diets-torship by education^
discipline and guidance would lead the masses to a higher type'of
democracy which, would express the interests of the majority in a
collectivized world. While the support of the dictatorship comes
from below, the policies are created at the top. Though the Communist
party numbers about 7,000,000, according to Blanshard,1 the party is
inside of every organized unit in Russian life.
The 1936 Soviet Constitution was written T^hen the Communist party
became secure in power. The members of the party are not responsible to
the people, but to the heads of the party. These political leaders
constitute the Politburo, at the head of which stands the dictator
Stalin who holds absolute authority and power.
Both the Vatican and the Communists have as their aim the conquest
of the world with their religion or ideology. This is expressed in the
anxiety of the Vatican and Soviet Russia to gain recruits froa all the
nations of the world. The Vatican declares that salvation comes through
the Roman Catholic Church, while Communism states that salvation will
cose through a classless society.
Both Communism'and the Vatican claim men as a whole, and both lay
great stress on all that is visible. Both believe in censorship and
Blanshard. Communism„,, Democracy and Catholic Power. (Boston, 1951),
p.34-.
both reject democracy as a form of government. Both are opportunists,
willing to deal with any government at the moment and make an agree
ment if the agreement proves advantageous. The Vatican made agreements
with ison&rchial, fascist, nazi and democratic governments in order to
protect and improve the position of the Catholic Church.
In 1939 Russia signed a non-aggression pact with Nazi Germany, in
1942 Russia signed a mutual assistance pact with the parliamentary
monarchy, England. The Vatican made concordats with Nasi Germany, Fascist
Italy and succeeded in securing diplomatic relations with the democratic
United States. These temporary agreements do not interfere with the
ultimate goal of the Vatican and the Soviet Union which is the conquest
of the world.
The Soviet Union will use any means to achieve its goal, especially
the method of revolution. This is the method that v/as used in establish
ing the regime in Russia in 1917. The Vatican endorsed the method of
revolution when it supported Franco in Spain from 1936 to 1939•
The Vatican and Communist Russia differ on the question of property.
The Vatican believes in private property while the Communists believe in
property owned and controlled by the State. This may account for the
confiscation of property of large landholders in Russia and in most of
the Russian satellite countries.
They differ violently at the point of religion. This is due to the
anti-religious program of the Soviet Union. There is no compromise at
this point, as long as the Coirammists persecute religious believers.
As long as the structure, methods and aims of the Vatican and the
Communists are what they are, they will remain bitter rivals.
COMHUNISE, FASCISM MJ3 THE YATICiS IM THE 1930'S
The Russian constitution of 1936, which said in article 124- that
"freedom of religious worship and freedom of anti-religious propaganda
are recognized for all citizens," revealed that the Communist regime was
still basically hostile to every form of religious faith. TTiiile freedom
of anti-religious propaganda was recognised, freedom of pro-religious pro
paganda was denied. With this attitude toward religion, the Soviet govern
ment hoped that religion would disappear as the old generation died off,
for "no reply could be made in speech or writing to the ever present
attacks on religion".
TJhile all religious believers had the privilege to engage in mission
ary activity in Russia under the constitution of 1918* the privilege was
denied in 1929 and 1936. Large numbers of churches were confiscated and
converted into clubs and museums. The remaining churches were forbidden
to engage in social or cultural activities, and were obliged to confine
themselves to worship. Large numbers of priests 7/ere exiled or executed
on charges of counter-revolutionary activity. Heavy taxes forced many
religious societies out of existence.
Without the legal and material support of the state, the Communists
had hoped that the churches would crumble, but when religion foiled to
collapse, the Soviets launched violent attacks against it in 1922-1923, 19-
23-1930 and 1937-1938. The attack of 1937-1938 was so violent that it has
3-Norman Thoar.s and Joel Seidman. Russia - Democracy or Dictatorship? (New
York, 1939),P-26.
been called the "Great Terror."* These persecutions startled the outside
world, for here ras c, realise fact denonstr- ted th;:t It m:,zi not oixly in-
terentcr1 in separating the Church from the Ett:te, but that it rise aimed
to fbolish religious organizations and to e3ir.-in.ate religious "belief," .from
the consciousness of the people.
The revolutionary movement of the Bolsheviks 7,'s.s more hostile toward
religion than the other-revolutionary navevnonts rchich swept Europe e.ftor
the French Revolution of 1789. But, until the Bolshevik revolution of 1917,
tlif3.se novem-7nts bs.rH usually sought to "restrict the sphere of action of the
Church, arv? to SDp.--rf.-ts tlie Church froia the SU-te". This r.-s not t'-e po
licy of the EoTietf: imp v* religion. Instep of ;:. policy of restriction
crd sep?:rr.tior., tV-eirs r&s £. policy of el-iminr-tion •■mcl j.bolition. The
b'.sic for such a. policy towr.rd religion i::: to be found in a doctrine of
K:-'.r! ri-rx t.-Mch kid been adopted bj the Soviat leaders -"p£li.p;ior. is the
opif-te of tho people."
CoBKnun.1 sm v/rs spreading rapidly in all of the counti-les of Europe end
T.T.P ga;l.ni?ij-; ground in Latin America, The Fr.tican becc.ir.e ^ove end moro rl-
arraerl find ferrfvl of tie influence of Ca^m-lQl Rv.rrir. t';rt believod In the
ov.^rthro?! of estcblrshed goTernments by riecns of revolution, end netti^s up
nev; sovemnentc bp.fiocl o?> Gominu:--:ism end atheism. Tho voico of Vriticcn oppo
sition to the r.prei'd of Coimunisn became loudor and loia'er. The e^.cyclical
Quadr?.ft"siiao -Anno of ?ir-ji XI in 1931 sn^estee; r corporate stnte r.s mi in
strument vdth wk'ch nations ■'■light cov.bft CoipRaaiiEra. Th? encyclical Divini.
Redenr.toris of the Pope in 1937 declared th-;t "Cosaurx.*svi is intrincicrlly
1!Ticholiis S. Tisasteff. The Great Retrett.ffeiy York, 194.6),p.226.
2Vera lachelec- Dean. Rusgi--'fenace or Promisa?flei: York, 1946)>p.39.
rrong, and no one i?ho ?/ouM pave Christ!:.r. civilization may coll.-. borr.te
with It in aiiy undertaking Trlurbsoever1'. Those p.-p.".l pronouncements refleet'
the collaboration of Pius XI r:ith Mussolini in their mutual struggle again.pt
Ooumrunlsm v;hich reached Its peak in the lirtirrn Treaty of February 1929*
In that treaty, in addition to acquiring Its independence, which It
had always refused under liberal £Overnr>entB, the Vrtican h:A achieved en-
other- and no less irnportc-nt goal; it hod restored t'"e Catholic Church in
Italy in accordance with Catholic principle that Church ar/1 St;ite im?.nt riot-
be separate, but, like body and soul, nust co-operrto together. Thus the
State became the seculer e.vrr, of the Church. Divorce r:as forbidden, reli
gious education was r-x.de compulsory in schools, teachers bad to be approved
by the Church, textbooks were approved, by the ecclerir.stlcol authorityj
books, films and press fgainst the Church were prohibited, Catholicism uas
proclaimed the only religion of the Stcte, and insult ox* criticism against
Catholicism xt&a made a penal offence. Jr.scism recognised Catholic Action,
but Catholic Action, and the clergy were forbidden to take part ir, any po
litical activity." ^> pave the wey for the negotiations i.vhich led to the
signing of the ]>teran Treaty the Pope geve Ms blessing to the dissolution
of the Cctholie Party in Italy, for the "Vatican ordered all priests to re-
?
sign from the Catholic Party".~ The dissolution of the Catholic Party
occurred in 1926 and "On Decesiber 20, 1926, Pius II declared that Mussolini
was 'the svr.n sent by Providence1, and his successor as Cardinal Archbishop
of Mian called HTusaolini 'the nov: ^
3-John IT. :^!heeler-Bennett,(ed,).Documents on International Affairs 3929,
(London, 1930), pp.2?.6-225.
MJmlmttan. The Vatican in fferld Politics..(flew York, 1949),p.U4.
3Paul Blanshard. American Freedom end C-itholic Power. (Boston,. 1949),p.2/+^.
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For Mussolini, the treaty provided official peace v-ith the Vatican,
end. the confidence ard respectability t'.ir.t he needed in international
affairs. It also provided KussqII"! v;ith the support of the ztro-jrent,
single spiritual an-- Christian force in tlie rorld. Fortified by the La~
teran treaty, Mussolini launched p.n ?ttr,c!c on Ethiopia v/.ith the sanction
of the Vatican in 1935. Cardinal Schuster expressed the approval of the
Vatican rhen he s<-iid "On the plains of Ethiopia the Italian standard
carries forward in triumph the cross of Christ, smashes the chains of
slavery, and, opens the ray for the m3ssioiir-r5.es of the --ospel11.^
TThen the Lecjrue of IT: tionc declared Itoly the cggr^sBor on October 9,
1935> and vote' economic sanctions against her on October 19, 1935 over
the protest of Mussolini, the Jesuit orgt.r, in Ror-e, Civiltn G-.ttolicc. ex
pressed the opposition of the Vatican to sonctions against Itcly, v.'hen it
said "Italy h?s siven an 'undeniable and wonderful spoctacle of abnega
tion, cohesion and Christian strength1 in resilstir^- ecenoiaic sanctions".^
In its relntionship with Italy, tlie Vatic-n demonstrated its rillinjiaess
not only to assist in the establishment of t. Fascist, corporate state that
fp.s opposed to CoBiraunisnij but it sxs also uilling to collcborote in the re
licious, economic, socio-political and irilitr.ry progrcm of such a St.--te.
In. the encyclical Quadrooncirco Anno, issued in 1931, Pius XI sr.id t'nt
no one can he at the sme tir-e a sincere Catholic s.v.3, s true socialist.
This papal pronotmcement followed on the heels of a aoveiiient touarcL socia
lism by the ignorant and poverty-stricken .masses In Europe, and a vo.ve of
religious persecution in. Russia. ?Jhen Dolfuss came to por--?r In Austria in
September 1932, lie immediately set out to establish a corporate, stcte. He
suppressed Ptirlianent, and in 1934- he signed a concordat with the Vatican.
-PotoIo d'Tt.-lia. October 2S, 1935, quoted in Bls-nshg.rd.op.cit> p.2-47.
2Quoted in ?Iew York Times. June 6, 1936. B5,5:A..
"The principles of the encyclical Quadrg.gegiiao Anno were enforced,
wherever possible, x'/ith more care than before". The concordat es
tablished the Catholic Church in a legal, offici:1 position, wnich she
began to use to the fullest extent. The Catholic religion became the re
ligion of the State, education was directly and indirectly subject to her,
and all traces of non-Catholic influences were systematically destroyed.
The corporate state of Austria began to disintegrate at the death of
Dolfuss in July 1934, and Austria became a pert of the German Reich in the
Hitler Anschluss program that terminated in larch 1935»
Vatican relations with Germany were more difficult than they ?;ere
with Italy of Austria, for the majority of the population in Germany was
Protestant, and there were in the deeper German tradition things which
rendered an understanding with an independent religious body very difficult.
The difficulty between the Vatican and Germany can be traced back to the
formation and consolidation of the First German Empire at the close of the
Franco-Prussian war of 1870-71. The Bavarians had been brought into the
new empire only with great difficulty, the Alsatians end Lorrainers were
systematic protesters, end. the Poles from the eastern pr-.rts of Prussia were
considered a standing menace to the new state. In other words, the l;-.r ,ar
part of the Catholic element in the empire was hostile to it, and "Bis
marck saw before him the danger of an alliance between these elements and
2
the Bs.pr.cy". During the first seven years of the erapire its horae policy
was determined by "Bismarck's attempt to break up the Center Party, whose
continuance he considered fatal to the future welfare of the empire".
^-Manhattan, ojucit. p.24-0.
SlJilliem L. Langer. European Alliances and AT.i?nments 1873.-1890. (Mew York,
1950),p.36.
^Herman Oneken. "Chapter VI. The German Empire".The Cambridge Modern His
tory. XII. First edition reprinted.(Hew York, 1929),p.147.
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Manhattan considers that rhen an understanding ?/as reach-id in the be
ginning of the 'nineties between the Vatican end Gernany the Center
Party "capitulated to the Hbhenzollern's Reich and -cceptecl its protec-
1
tive domination11.
Apart from the difficult position of Catholicise in Germany, there
?jer6 traditional German ideas in Hationr! Socialism that ne.de it difficult
for the Vatican to maintain friendly relations v.dth Germany. In the ndrror
of the 'Third Reich' the modern Western neo-p-.^-nism revealed itself as
displaying three outstanding fer-tures. The fir,3t feature rts its dogma
that ra&nkind r/as to be classified on a new criterion of physical race
in place of the Christian classification by faith and viorks. The second
feature of the Third. Reich was th« trcit repudir.tion of the God of the
Christians, Jsr:s and "'osloms for a different object of rorship, naaely,
tb's pure and professedly superior 'ITordic' race. The third was the
glorification of intolerance c>.nd bloodshed v/hich was represented to the
rising generation by the Nazi propaganda as splendid •r.aiaifentK.tiop. of
'llordic' heroism, "instead of being condemned e.s cri~es or condoled as
occasional, provisional, shameful and nnhr.ppy necessities"^ In short
National Socialism accepted the Gobineau-Chamberlain ideas of German
race superiority, the elimin-vtion of God out of religion, ;-;rv?. the violent
persecution of Jews and other 'non-Aryans'. Hitler proceeded to put
these views ir?to practice first in unifying Germany and then in 'lis
progras of empire-building. These vierrs were violently antogon.istic to
those held by the Vatican and led to clashes between Hitler and the Church
%.* c|t. p.143.
2ilrnold J. Toynbee..in Survey of International Affairs 19.3.3. ©d. Arnold
J. Toynhse et cl. (London, 193/0,p.132.
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within Gereai^r.
In the area of anti-CommuniSEi Hitler and the Vatican v.ere In agrae-
iaent. One of the things th.:.tt Hitler did in Ms rise to power r;as to
destroy the Communist party,■*■ A concordat with Hitler v;hich had an anti-
Communist baclcground rcould be easy for the Ve.ticr.ri to sijjn, for as John
P. Cronin,S.J. points out, "The Catholic Church hr.s from the very be
ginning of Communism bean its implacable foe. No compromise is possible
2
between religion air;. rar.tsrialistic atheism.1' i" concordat was indeed
effected on July 22? 1933. In it the Church agreed to keep priests and
religious associations out of German politics and the State agreed to
permit Getholic religious associations, clerical and lay, to exist so
long as they "confine themselves to religious activities."3 The Hi.tier
government pledged itself to establish uniform educational laws through
out the Reich, and to penlt confessional schools even in districts There
they had been forbidden. The Vatican secured direct control of Catholic
university theological professorships, although the State -eras given the
right to question, future appointments to episcopal sees. Catholic or
ganizations having a religious objective i?ere recognized r,s legitimate.+
There was hardly any friction between the Vatican and Nazi Germany
over their anti-Communist policy, but in the course of the execution of
National Socialist policy many Catholics resisted} indeed the hierarchy
in Germany stood against racism and other features of National Socialism
on principle. The Vatican was inevitably drawn into the struggle which
libid. p.17-4.
2John F. Cronin.S,J. Cqnmiun.1.sin.A World Menace.fetshington. 194.7),p.24..
•^George Seldas. T^lift Vnf.-Ifp,^-Yssterdayf Today and Tomorrow»fMevj York, 193-4
p.31..0.
^■John W. Wheeler-Bennett, ed. Documents on International Affairs 1933.
(LoncUm, 1934), pp.442-452.
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ensued. This arose in the course of the "interpretation and application
of the concordat."1 The strategic point on which the struggle v;as fiercest
TCis the "moral education of the rising; generation."2 In Hitler»s IJay Day
speech in 1937 he stated unco*spromisingly that the National Socialist demand
for "exclusive control over the moulding of youth in at the bottom of the
quarrel with the Crtholic Church. "^ On both sides it w?s realised th t who
ever retained possession or. this point ttouM be the ultimate dinner of the
struggle because the moral education of the young ra-s the key to the command
of the future.
The friction -was climaxed with the papal encyclical Hit Brennender
Sorge in 1937 in which the Pope emphasized three things. The first dealt'
with the ITazis1 alleged breach of the concordat of July 22, 1933. The
second dealt with frith in God, faith in Christ, the true Church, the
authority of the Pope,and the morals, rights an": duties of parents. The
third reasserted the Pope's love for those of his flock in Germany who had
strayed from the right path, end preyed for the restoration of reel peace
between the Church and the State.^
Since there was so much friction within Germany between the Vatican
and Hitler, after the concordat of 1933, the Vatican was unable to assist in
forming a corporate state In Germany as it had done in Italy. Nevertheless,
it was necessary to protect the faithful in Germany against great odds, arid
at the saire time advantageously collVborrte with Hitler in his anti-Communist
policy. The ability of Pius XI and Pius XII to deal with Hitler in these
1?Tew York Times. Mrrch 23, 1937.p.l.
2Survey of International Affairs., 1933. p.132.
3lew York Tiges ♦ ?terch 23, 1937.P.1.
^ h 22, 1937. p.15.
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circumstances Is reminiscent of the ability of Leo XIII to negotiate
successfully uith Bismarck after the death of Pius IX in 1378.
From the enactment of the Kulturkampf program in 1-373 to the tine of
the restoration of the Prussian Embassy to the Vatican by Bismarck in 1885,
a struggle had been goin," on between Bismarck and the Vatican. As the
conflict grew more bitter, bishops and archbishops r;ere thrown into prison.
The Cr.th.olic Center Party, headed by Yftndthorst, fought nil of Bismarck's
measures indiscrimin- .ts-ly, no matter how f■ r removed they trere from religious
interests. The struggle can be adequately described an : ti'g of ifar betv/oen
Church and State. It almost eppo. red th t one of the objectives of the
KuTburkempf program was the establishment of a Hational Church in Germany
independent of Rome. Leo XIII followed a policy of reconciliation and
rapprochement with Bismarck and Germany over tho strong opposition of the
bishops an/1 tho Center Forty. He succeeded, -aiu Bisiar.rck abrogated most of
the KulturkaimC legislation. In 1335 "Bisurrck entrusted tho Pope v.lth
negotir tiotis to settle amicably the conflict between Spain and Germany over
the Caroline Islands."1 In mediaeval fashion "the skill of Leo XIII had led
Prince Bismarck along the road to Canossa-."^
The aim of the diplomacy of L^o XIII on the one hand, and Pius XI and
Pius XII on the othor was ultimately the protection of the Vatican and the
Roiiif-m Catholic Church, pji-1 tho defeat of their ener:.ier? by r.eans of negotiation
and shreivd diplomacy. In spite of previous experience of Hitler, -then, it
Is not surprising that Pius XII opened negotiations \:ith him for a ncv:
concordat aft?r Holland, Belgium and France he/"1 capiti^lr.tsd to Germany in
Tforld Vlrv II. In the secret negotiations for that purpose llitler asked the
1Joseph Bemhrrdt. ?ae Vctican As A :'.brld Porcr. (London. 1953),p.373.
2Fern-md TIs.3n.7ard. A Ilistoi^ of the Popes, (ifev; York, 193l),p.381-
Vatlcsa to erort ell of Its influence over the Catholics of the three
countries th~t ?fero crs-quored to rally them to the support of the new
governments r.nd occupation authorities. In o^char^e "HItlar pronined to
give a. special position of privilege- to the Church, not only In Germany,
but wherever the German arraieo conquered. "■*" Beyo-d tho stag 3 of negatir-tlon,
thero appear": to bo no evidence of the conclusion of r. nou concordat.
'ftor soverr.l yorvs o-° coll'.-'borr.tioii v:itli P-scisra in It'ily r.n-1. Austria
and attempted collr.boTr.tion nith National Socialanm in Gerneny, It In not
ourrsrising thrt the Vrtican t/g.g on the side of the opposition in the rtopublicGii-
Soci- list revolution th-t began la Sprdn in 1931* Roportlir.; upon en interview
rn'th the Sps-.rJch PriiTrte Pvr-.. Y Denlel, Sam Pope Brovrcr said. "TIio CE-.rdinal
reminded, the int^rvievrer th'it u p:.storal letter signod by 'all the Bicnopc
of Sprdn1 ( t:. fei7 arid not nlgn It) c'urin^ the civil viar urs'xl support of the
2
Fr-'.nco causa." The Catholic Church v:as not disponoc1 to rolinquish her hold
on Sp-.in without ". struggle, for Sjxiln h-,cl been r. Church ntrori^hold ever
since the reformation. The Vfitican lirA concluded r coacord&t v;ith Sp:..in in
1851 \7liich ni'-.de the Catholic religion, the religion of ths flt-.te. Freedom of
tho prose, freedom of relicion arc! freedom of education were features of the
Spanish Constitution of 1869 thnt the Cr.tholic Church opposed. The roaction;:ry
forces, which, hr-'.d the support of tlie Church, v/ere victorious in the civil kp
Maxell followed. In the new constitution of 1Q% the Cj-.tholic Church was r..ble
to regain all of the privileges that it Jc.d enjoyod under the concor^.at of
1Jfenh'.-.ttnn. og. cit. p. 201.
2llev/ York Times, /u^ust 10, 19/.7. p. 39-
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1851 except the right to prosecute persons for their religious opinions
and religious worship.
With the Jesuit order taking the lend, the Q-tholic ^hurch was able to
Trard off the rising tide of liboralisn in Spain during tin pontificate of
Leo XIII (1870-1903). % 1912 the Jesuits ormed railways, mines, factories,
banks, shipping companies arr' oren.-e plantations in- Spain. Clericals could
be seen in poiyer everywhere: in the courts, in schools, in the government,
in the press and in the rrngr. The monarchy, the large landholders, and the
wealthy religious orders were the rulers of Spain. The Vatican was opposed
to liberalism, and any person or groups suspected of .'.-spiring to bring rbout
a chance were faced with repressive measures.
The economic misery and suffering of the middle and loTrer classes and
their appalling Ignorance furn.:'shed the sell for the scrvinc r.rA spreading
of Communism and hostility toward the ruling regime. As soon as civil vit
began, the Spainish hierarchy and the Vatican took an open an:", bold stand for
Franco, end unleashed :;;11 the por~r." of the Catholic Church against the
Republican government. The clergy in Spain became virtual coabf.tents, even
though they my not h-'.ve carried rifles or operated iaachins guns. The clergy
was active in "appealing far every kino of aid, from money to snlf'stinants, to
help along the 'holy war1 to save Spain from the Marxist hordes". In giving
one of th" reasons for the conduct of the Vatican in Sp;.iin, Toynbee mi\kes
the followiii'; comprehensive ctrtement:
-. -tinder a Coimiiunist dispensation in the r'avi3t Union
Christianity of all denominations as well ■■s every other
form of theistic re7..v;ion-Judaisni, Islew r.nd the I.&.h2.yana—
ves bein;;1 deliberr..teljf' er-vdicated; an;" *■••*■ In 1936 the
1Robert Heville, "Spain* Church Against Rs-ublic," Tho Hqv; Republic.
September 16, 1936. p.14-5.
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-roSToect that Catholicism Eight suffer the same
f.-tft"in a Coemmlst Spain was drlvine the Catholic
Church throughout the world into a union sacree^v.atn
General Franco fs backsrs and, by implication, vrith
Fascism Itself .
While France, Great Britain and the United States were reluctant to
send arms and troops to the Popular Front government in Spain because of
their fe;r of general war, Hitler artel Mussolini were supplying Franco T/ith
troops and arms that he might crush the Spanish Republican forces. Hitler,
Mussolini, Franco and the Vatican were on the same side in the Spanish Civil
War, and after the defeat of the Spanish Republican forces, Franco established
himself as a Catholic dictator in 1939- Mus XII stated that God should be
thanked, for "once more the hand of Divine Providence has manifested itself
over Spain (broadcast April 17, 1939)".2
Before the crisis of 1939, Hitler had occupied Auotri- and Czechoslovakia,
and Mussolini had occupied Albania. By the close of the Spanish Civil T!ar in
1939 the Vatican had secured concordats with Latvia, Lithuania, Rumania,
Poland, Yugoslavia, Germany, Italy, Spain and Portugal. This indicates the
influence that the Vatican, Itttler and Hussolini toSother possessed in 1939-
All of them were anti-Communist, end could be counted on to oppose the west
ward march of the Soviets, and they had succeeded, by force or diplomacy, in
marshalling the nations of middle and -estern Europe to their cause with the
possible exception of France and the low countries.
The parallel activity of Communism and C- tholicism in their combat up
to 1939 can be summarised in the following manners
TJhile the Communists in Russia were in the midst of violently persecuting
religion in Russia from 1928 through 1930, the Vatican signed the Lateral
Treaty with Mussolini on February 11, 1929 which solved the 59 year old
1Arnold J. Toynbae. "World Affairs,F-rt I" s»™™- »f Twtarnationrl *ffn.irs-
1936(London, 1937),p.25.
2 Quoted in Manhattan. ot>." cit. p.99.
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Rorarn Question. The Vatican became c sovereign stc.te united rath the
Roman Catholic Church.
In 1931, one year following the 1923-1930 Communist persecution
period in Russia, Pius XI issued an encyclical suggesting the establishment
of corporate states whenever and wherever possible vrith which to combat
Communism. In the same year, with the help of the Communists, the Popular
Front overthrew the monarchy in Spain over Vatican opposition.
In 1936 Communist Russia, adopted a net; constitution which did not change
its position toward religion. In the same year the Spanish Civil War broke
out with the Communists on one side supporting the Republican-Socialist
government, while the Vatican was on the other side supporting the monarch
ists and large land-holders.
While the Soviets were engaged in the most violent persecution of
religion in their series of persecutions (1937-1938), sometimes called the
Great Terror, the Pope issued another encyclical in 1937 in which he said
tint Communism was intrinsically wrong, and made it a sin for the faithful
to collaborate with it. At the same time that the encyclical v;as issued hy
Pius II in 1937, and the persecution was going on in Russia in 1937-1938,
the Vatican and Communists faith their respective allies) were fighting it
out in Spain. It was a bitter struggle which culminated in triumph for the
Vatican.
Communism hr.d been halted in Tiestern Europe by 1939, and Fascist
regimes supported hy the Catholic Church had gained the ascendency on the
European continent. It remains to be seen how Hitler, Mussolini and the
Vatican could collaborate in a crisis like the one of 1939, which pre
cipitated World War II, and altered Vatican-Soviet relations.
CHAPTER II
THE POSITIONS OF ■RUSSIA MD TIE VATICAN
FROM 1939 TO 19a
The scene of the Soviet-Vatican conflict shifted from Tiestern to
Eastern Europe. When Germany and Russia attacked Poland in September 1939,
political and religious alignments and interests neve brought to the fore
front. Let us examine the interests end policy of the Papacy.
!m obscure diplomatic situation arose in the months before Germany
invaded Poland. ?fanliatt".:i says that the Pope r;c.s inforned of Gerin&n pl^ns
for the invasion. Hitler told of his grand strategy and his ultimate alas,
urging that he fed to risk a European war in order to achieve them. "The
ultimate and main goal was the invasion of Soviet Russia. To do that,
Hitler needed to occupy Poland."1 To pi: 11 wisely Hitler needed the counsel
and goodwill of the Vatican. ISELth this in mind, "Hitler- ne-oti-tad vtlth
the Pope to secure his support in his invasion of Pol'-n.'"."2
If this represents Hitler's diplomacy correctly, the Pope hr.d several
things to consider: first,there were the broken promise--, of Hitler in the
treatment of German Catholicsj second, there wfs the sacrifice of Catholic
Poland, a country that had always been loyal to the Papacy, anc consequent
possibility of losing the goodwill of the Catholic worldj finally, there
was the possibility of indirectly giving his consent to another '."orId TJ;.ir»
For his support Hitler promised to respect the privileges of the Church in
Poland, and tVt it would only be a teispoi-nry occupation, H-nht-ttan -lieges




that "Pius XII accepted on three conditions" : first, that he be
allowed time to secure peace and bring about a compromise between Germany
and the Western Alliesj second, that Germany should not persecute the
Polish Catholics if they decided to resist; third, that it should not be
merle kntsm that the Vatican had discussed with Germany plans for the
invasion of Russia. That Manhattan's version of events contains some
truth Is suggested by the fact that the Pope did proceed to try to gain
peace between Germany and the TTestern Miles: tais re h-ve on the authority
of CsMlle E. Cianf&rra who s?ys thr.t peace was proposed to prevent the
2 '
conclusion of a British-French-Soviet pact. The Papal demarche was a
failure, and further support for Ifonhattan's general view of the matter
may be drawn frora a. statement of S.W. Bai-on who gives a reason, 'for this
failure;
The Vatican's efforts to secure an amicable settlement
of the Danzig controversy and a general reuprocheaent_
between the Axis on one 3x>nd, and Britain, France -:md
Poland on the oth-r, lost all efficacy because of the
underlying f=nti-Coiomunist bias.'
Baron further believes that unwittingly the Vatican's intervention thickened
the atmosphere of mutw.1 suspicion between Russia and the Western Powers,
and led on to "Stalin's non-r-CSPession treaty with Hitler and thus to the
inraiedicte outbreak of the T;cr."
The Vatican did not riant either Germany, TriLth her bad record of racism
and breaches of her concordat, or Russia with her anti-religious policy, to
occupgr Poland. The Vatican's last thoughts on the subject were revealed
after the occupation of Germany sue1. Russia, for the Vatican apparently
1Ibld. p. 193.
2New York Tiiaes. June 7, 1939. p.l.
3?fodern lfation?.lisg nnd Religion, flew York, 194-7), p.lll.
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continued to recognise tlv? Polish government -which Hitler and Stalin
claimed to hsve wiped out."
When Germany and Russia occupied Poland, France declared war on
Germany on September 3, 1939, and Great Britain did so later. : Thus
Germany became comdtted to a war in the -.Test. This and the non-aggression
pact that she had negotiated with Russia in August 1939 eliminated for a ■
space the development of the J)ran^ n&.c?i Osten at Russia's expense. These
circumstances gave Russia a little more time to prep::re for the war with
Germany thrt she knew vovHd come. Russia had hoped, hoirever, that the war
in the west would weaken Germany to the point that she would be unable to
cany out her Drang nach Osten program. Hostility towr-rd Russia at this
time seemed to be growing. As Russia observed anI participated in the
Spanish Civil I; r, she saw the open hostility of the Fascist States -
Italy, Germany and Portugal -, and discovered that they were apparently
determined to assist Franco, on the professed grounds tlr t the "triumph
of the Loyalists would result in the establishment of another Bolshevik
State in Europe."2 Russia also took notice of the anti-Comintern pact of
1936 signed by Italy, Germany and Japan. From 1938 to 194.0 she had
difficulty in settling border disputes with Japan. In 1939 it was easy
to see the growing hostility of the socio-political Fascist bloc in Europe
and Asia, and the deep and bitter enmity of the reli^io-political Vatican
toward Russia. Russia's political and military machine began to roll.
After the occupation of Eastern Poland, Russia concluded mutual
assistance agreements with Estonia (September 28, 1939), Latvia (October
■5, 1939) and Lithuania (October 10, 1939). The ITestern Powers and the
l"T!i3 Papacy "..ad Poland". Commonweal. (October 20, 1939),30:573.
2F. Lse Benns. Europe Since 1914.(New lork, 194.6),p.329.
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Vatican vrere alarmed at the r-rj[jr:>ssiveness of Russia up to this point,
but 7/hen Russia r.ttacked Finland on IToveriber 30, 1939 the protestsrare heard
around the world. "Among prominent protastars ■/ere Itr..lif.ns, Lord Halifax,
President Roosevelt, and, of course, the Holy Father." There exists c stx-ong
probability that the Vatican plryed its part in helping to drop Russia
from the League of Nations because of this act of regression ng?. inst Finland.
Dr. A. Costa du Rels, the Bolivian delegate to the League of Nations,
to.,<3 the first sper.ker for the exclusion of Russia, r.nd the fact tlit.t he used
the 1939 encyclical of Pius III, regarding the right of each people to Its
independence, t'-o respect of trerties, an.'! the nsed for mutual confidence
2
betaeer. peoples,' as the basis of his speech lends support to the probability
th't lie had Vatican endorsement. Zii-gentin.':., another South .Ajnerlcr.ii Cv.tholic
country, maneuvered vigorously for the exclusion of Russia from the Tjer^ue.^
The rctivity of these two South Seriesn Cc.tholic countries -vould seem to
indicate direct or indirect Vatican Influence. It is reasonable to believe
th-it the exclusion of Russia fron the langue of NetIons n'-ould Intensify
her hostility toward the TTestern Powers r.nd the Vatican, "r^ would le^ve
her free to persecute religion and believers at iri.ll, r-jid to follow hor
policy of ruitionalisn, r.ince she no longer belong :;d to the coiiKon>/Oi-lth of
n■tions.
By July 194-0, .-.■.s the German military machine rolled over helpless
Belgium, Holland e.nd France, Soviet Russit occupied the 3r.lt!c States
completely; ana the moment Kins Ctrol lined up his country v;ith victorious
lnThe Papr.cy end Poland1'. Com-ionv/eal. (October 20, 1939), 30:573.
2Hex? York Times. December 15, 1939. p. 15.
3Ibid.
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Germany, the Soviets by threatening military action forced Rumania to
cede North Bukovina and Bessarabia, a Ruinp.nian province in which the
Rumt.nie.ns ere ;: majority of tJie population, but which belonged to Russia
before the First World Wr.r. Reputedly Russia also gained control of
Constanta, the Ruinp.iu.an Black Sea port, and of Galata v.nC Brcila, two
Rumanian ports rloTrsinating the estuary of the Danube.
As Russia made these westward moves to strengthen herself against
probable German attack, the Vatican, it seems, became upset. Russia was
moving too close, and extending her influence too far T/estvrard for Vatican
comfort. It follows, then, that the Vatican frould probably strive to do
all that was in its power to halt the "Push to the West" of the Russians.
Therefore, -when the Vatican employed superstition also to stop the advance
of Russia, it vt:.s not surprising.
It is noteworthy than an "international promotional campaign for
Fatima bege.n under Pius XII" » and Fatima literature greatly increased
during the occupation of Eastern Poland and the Baltic States, and before
and after the exclusion of Russia from the League of Nations. "Fatima
literature" is a species of raariology taking its name from Fatima, the
Portuguese haslet where the Virgin Ifeiy made sis appearances to three
pens-nt children in 1917 just before the Bolshevik revolution* The messages
she delivered to these children were most tinelyj in fact they showed a con
siderable comprehension of the delicate position of the Vatican in European
politics. Ifer political forsbodingsrere conveyed to throe shepherd children
of ten, nine and seven v/ho had never gone to school.
■"•Blansli'-rd. on. cit. p.226.
The alBt of the F,t^. »«**> -J ^^S
Srt'! %W resets ere 2r.,ntad Rusnia will, be cob™
~rW- ...-,,- t^e'will be necce. Qtlnrra.se ^ussi--. \n±L
spr^Us error throughout the world gi-ron? riSe t0
rare crd persecutions r.Gainst the churc.-.x
It is re-.sonr-ble to believe t'sat recently occupied Poland would be In
cluded in the distribution of the fc-tire. literature, for or.e muot reinoHber
tvt onG or the fatpo^ercblu feattrres of tl3s Polish character is its devotion
to religion. "The Holy Virgin in wshipod .-s tin ■storn-.l Qu-^en of Polrrd."
Booka and p^hlete bitten on the ezporienc, of the Fortune children at
fetima, advertised ,-.B hir.toric feet,3 »-7 ' coomit in pr.rt for tlia foreign
legions fror, Spain, Portal, Frr^ce ,M Belgium ^hJ.ch fo^ht Bi/o by 5ide
-Hh the T!as5.s r;h n thej invsded Rnssir in 1941- Tl.i= srporstitiouc Catholic
n::.ss':n rrllled in. modl-.ev-l fashion to th2 r.nti-nonmu-.'iict bt.nr.Gr.
The relitfour., politic 1 . r-' milit^rj - ctivi^ of Suosi-r in eastern
Eurone t^c one of ths roaGonc ^hy th3 V::ticon h::.oton-3d to establish dip-^
lomr-bic connectiorjs l;T.f. the Dn-?tod. Stctes, for "eecrot ne-oti.tions -rers
be-nn bateeen Pivr. H -.r/. ,Etoonev3lt (in 1936 -ftnr ^onovolt'c section),
r.nc'. continued until 1939.«* Piuo "II Bou^t the cU^o-tic 3oo,-ill of the
Onitad States On July 29, 1939, Crrdinr.1 Hiiric^ afesparrl a-.-riv~l in fe/
ITark r.r.d s^oat throe d-ys v;ith Arc^iicliop Spsll-ian, hie rrd.s.:io,: boin- to
pren".rs "tho juridical status for the po^.^iblo orerd.:iK of diplo-rtic
rel-'tionr: botweon the Sic to Ttep-rtms-t a,-.d the Itoli1" Foe."
2.Alfred. Bilia-sln. Brltlc 3r-s.-.-.ys_. (T7r.»>JL-i-t
^Blcnnhr.rd. ck>. cit. p.227.
4-T.v.nh;:tt.an. oo. cit. p.388»
5|fei/ York Tiiues. July 29, 1939. p.17.
In Receufber 193? tlvs United Str-ten, vhlch officially had irA no diplo?.i?.tic
connections v.'ith the Vatican since 1*7, entaMIshea clinlor* tic connections
■Titli the Vatican by appointing Ifyron Taylor the first anibr-socdor of President
Roosevelt to the Pope.
Despite the protests fron the American Protestants on the basis of the
old doctrine of separation of Church and State in America, President Roose
velt maintained diplomatic relations with the Vatican until his death in
April 194.5. President Trumcn followed the policy of EL.it'talrdng; r.n
ambassador rt the VrtJcan practically until the end of the Second I'forld 7fc.r.
President Roosevelt k-.d declared In his letter thai lie to'.s sending his
rnbesspuor to the Holy See "In order tb/vb our narnJlel ende;..vors for peace
end thg sllevi--tion of DtifforlujT rocy be sRr.if.ted .M~ The "pc.rcJ.lel ende;.-.vorr="
provide:" the brcls for the collabo^'itloii of ths Dnitev: fltate- end th.e
Vr.ticar: in "f'.llevi?'tinr sufferli!^" r;horever r.;"d v.'her.ever they found it.
IMr collrbor^.'tior. revef'led itself -vfc •;:orT: through tho frequent visits of
St!mn-:r TTellec, ^/ron Taylor i\r..£. ?%r. Spellr;.n: to the Holy See.
There vras nne outstanding poiv.t of difference betvreen ths Unitad States
end the Vatican in their diplomatic rel'-tious. The Unit-sd States srv; G-r-
mnny r,s more deng'-rpus t!ir.n Suncla, uhile the Vj.ticca conti:\uGd to liold that
FuspI?. ■..Tin public onei^y nura1.>er one. Tills point of difference wug \r£&e clear
in the letter of Pr-esidei't Roosevelt to ^Ivs XII an fSeptG-* ■ r 3, 1939.
I believe that the sut'V.Ive.X of RusesI-1. .is 7.cr-E dr:i£;*.:rous
to religion, to the Church ■■ s such, '.rA to hum*-nity In
general th'ir. vroitld lie the survival of the G :-rnr.n fora
of dictetorshin.2
on Taylor. T':.rtlr:e Correc-oiirTenco Seti^eer. Prgn.ider't PooseYelt lV':'. Pqi^e
Pius ZII. (fcr York, 1947), ?.19j ngr italics.
2Ibid. r«. 62.
The Allies ^iiu the V-ticc.r did. not Iron out thin cliff■-ron.ee, for the
Vatican continued to vier 0amun5 st?i frith hostility, ;vhile the Allies con
tinued to see Gerrrny r.c sore d/:-R£erou3 thru Rusaif., :mc pi-oseotttcd. tlis :rr
fLgj'lr.nt her until she rr.s defe-ted.
T tliirik this c!?e.pter cr.n he concludes", hj Sbjixig thct the V-'ticcn
suffered, rovernep in Poland .-.-k". the Dcltic Sttit^c up to the ::tt'>ck of
Germany on P-ussir, but it nrAe grlvs in the Vfest. The f-.scint-clcricol
strtos of Belgiun r-nd Prance ivere edded to the .foris c:t.-. Vr-ticaxa pov.'ors.
The Vcticcn h"d E'-iner! the ^oo&ill of the Uri'tcd Sty tor;, the -tron^oot
nr'.tior, in tho vorld. Ihs position of the Vatican v.td ryry strong in the
T'est, but Ite position in the Ei-.st v/as filled, with 'wealc/osseE. Let us
consider Vatican-Soviet relations duriag ^ntl following the G^rn£.n invt-.sion
of Russia.
CTPPTFE III
/"■'D ROSSI/. FRO" 1941 TO 19A5
Just f-.s HItl~r and the Vat:!cnn 'cner; the -ttitude of Russia at this
tine, the Russians In turn know tits citltude of Eitloi- zr.d the Vcticen.
Hitler's attitude toward Russir. vxis found in hie book Heir. Sv.a-of. rind the
rttitnde of the Vc-ticcn v:a{' rxAe crystal clecr in the ~*\pr.l encycliccil of
1937.1 ITlien Ilitl-r invr-.c'ed Polcru', Paissir folloY/es"1 v/ith tho occtipation. of
Eastern Polriyl, enr aecurerT :r.ir .-.mi^ nr-.val Liicor in the Baltic states, end
also territory and b?.ses ±a Finland. Hien Gormcny Invaded the lo?r countries
and PVcnce, Pussi". occupied tho Baltic states; crc! when Kin^ Cr.rol lined Ms
country ur> -vith G^mirjoy, Rusr.i.-' threateriod military r.ction ;nd forced Rum-.-.nia
to cede ?7orth Bulcovinsi and Bessrrr.bia.
It vToiild be to the adv£.r,t::ge of Russir. if there veve c lone dvexm. out
'jmr betreeri G.^vrnr-ny and t>ie cllies, "with both sides exliranted in the end --.nd
2
ripe for a Coraraunist revolution." Thc.t is probebly one of the reasons v.lgr
RusEir. supplied Gerrv-ny with oil, fodder me- tsm materials, fox1 r.ppurently
Russia believed thr.t Gerraai^ 's rcilits'iy ch^nceps rere not good ag.-.dnst tlie
r.lliee, end Russia could prolong tlie v.x.r by helping Gcnacny.
The pier, th/'t Rnsr-ia s.-de for teking er.stern Polrnd, for occupying
Estonia., L?:tvie. ^nd Lithuania, and wr.ging v:ar on FIn.l;'nd, vrr.s that she needed
to improve her defense,?.. Russia hrx! sought to foster, in countries -.long
its borders, the ertcblislmont of governments th---t nould be friendly both
to her --.s a nr.tion r.nd to the Soviet system. This should be no surprise if
one remembers tlr t between 1919 ^id 1939 the governments of ;.ll the countries
1sheet • pp. 6f.
2p.S. Stcnren. Stjotli^ht 6n the Bclb ne. (Ifetr York, 194-0), p.32.
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along Russia's border from the Baltic to the Black Sea, i:ith tho exception
of Czechoslovakia, were unfriendly toward Russia. The governments of
Ikrshal Pilsudski in Poland, of King C;=rol in Rumania, of King Alexander in
Yugoslavia, of King Boris in Bulgaria, of Premier Hfetoxes in Greece, "all
feared the influence of Russia and tried to stamp out Communism in their
ov/n countries."1 Germany, Italy, and Japan signed the Three Pover
Pact in Berlin on September 27, 194-0 tMcIi seemed to have us its main
purpose the encirclement of Russia and the prevention of th: sprae.d of Com
munism in Europe end the Far £• st. One has only to examine the provisions
in the first three Articles of the Pact to make that discovery. Article
I of the Three Power Pact stated:
Japan recognizes and respect" the leadership
of Germany and Italy in the establishment of
a new order in Europe.
Article 2 stated:
Germany and Italy recognize and respect the
leadership of Japan in the establishment of
a ner order in Fast Asia.
And Article 3 stated:
Germany, Itdy and Japan agree to cooperate in
their efforts on aforesaid lines. They further
undertake to assist one mother with ell political,
economic and military means if one of the three
Contracting Powers is attacked by a Power at present
not involved in the European War or in the Chinese-
Jkpanese conflict.
Russia became alarmed. st tho rising tide of anti-Comunism. Surrounded
e.s she was with unfriendly governments in Europe end the Far Erst, and sensing
an early war with Germany, who had received encouragement from the Vatican,
■'■Dean* Russia-Menace or Promise? p. 63.
2Quoted by Harold S. Quieley. Far Eastern War 1937-19A1.(Boston, 1942),
pp. 29A, 295.
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Russia hrstened to settle the border disputes thr.t she hr.d with Japan
fron 1933 to I94.O, and signed r.. neutrality p? ct v;ith Jp.pan on April 13,
1941 thrt she might not hr.ve a t/ar on two fronts. The kernel of the prct
is found in Article 2. It rerds rs follous:
Should one of tlie contracting p-.rtieir. become
the object of hostilities on the pf.-.rt of one
or several third powers, the other contrrctiir;
p--.rty tail observe neutrality throughout the
duration of the conflict.
Protected, as she felt, from r.n immedi' te r-.ttack by Japan, Russia vcs nov;
in a position to concentrate her vnv prop--rations in the r/est. Puscia did
not have long to prep-re for on June 22, 1941 Germany invaded Passla.
When the German attack case, the Russian attitude towr.r1 religion
underwent a change. "On August 21, 194-1, the Mogcoy/ radio called upon all
God-loving inhabitants of the occupied countries to rise in defense of their
religious freedom. It charged ths Gernr.n regime ™itli iae:v;cing the very
existence of Christirnity and seeking the overthrow of Christ the
King, to inste.ll instead the myth of the Twentieth Century of /.Ifreel Bor.en-
berg."^ The policy of the Soviet government tov/trd religion under the
pressure of r.-f.r v/an one of leniency, cosproraise r.no. opportunism. The re
ligious believers were • ssured that there would be no gross interference with
worship: "and they no longer expect, every dej9 announcements of the arrest
of bishops and priests or of the demolition, of churches.""^
There r;.re two strong reasons why the Soviet government modified its
attitude toward religion in Russia prior to and during the war with the
Quoted in Harriet L. !"oore. Soviet Far Eastern Policy. (Princeton. 194-5),
p.200.
%ar/ York Times. August 22, 194-1. p.2.
3N.S. Tim^sheff. Religion in Russia. 1917-1942.(Hew York, 1942), p.139.
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Nazis, manning to invade Russia, Hitler began to assume a benevolent
attitude toward fie persecuted Orthodox Russian Church. Hitler thought
that the hostility of religious-minded people to an e-theist government
could be of greet help to him. He courted their favor, and "'money ?/as
given for the erection of t Russian Orthodox cathedrsl in Berlin,"1 and
appropriation was made for the repair of nineteen Orthodox Churches in
Germany. This was merely a symptom pointing to an extremely dangerous
siturtion. Russia met this challenge by Hitler with c net/ friendly religious
policy.
The second ret son for a more friendly attitude toward religion in
Russia by the Soviet -regime w; s the loyalty of the Russian Orthodox Church
to the government in meeting the German invesion, while it w.s at the same time
in the nidst of Soviet persecution. "On the very day of the outbreak of the
war, Acting Patriarch Sergius issued a pastoral letter in which he enjoined
the believers to teJre full part in the patriotic effort."2 The Church was
urged to stand with the nation in this period of crisis as it always had done.
Metropolitan Sergius made an appeal not only to the constituents of the
Orthodox Church, but to people of other religious beliefs and nationalities
as well. Baron says that the "Metropolitan Sergius immediately issued an
appeal to all the Soviet nationalities stating thft the Russian Church, as
a Church of the people ?n." not of the State, shered all the dangers con
fronting the people."^ This appeal to religious loyalties proved effective.




Even in the Ukraine, where nationalist as well as Uniate aspirations
had long militated ag? inst complete solidarity with Great Russia, intensive
German props.gr nd(fL made little hendwy.
The Soviet government rewarded this loyalty by discontinuing the pub
lication of anti-religious journals, reducing the heavy taxes on tie Churchss,
and prohibiting violence against religion. Thus the war against Germany,
and the nev religious policy of the Soviets served to unite the Russian
religious forces almost solidly behind the government. Those who
collaborated with the Nazi enemy were negligible.
Ythile this collaboration vir-s going on in Russia between Church, and.
State, there was a growing hostility at the Vatican toward Communist Russia.
The hostility of the Vatican toward ctheistic Russia and the collaboration
of the Vatican with Hitler in his war against the Soviets found temporal
expression in the number of Catholics from various Fascist countries who
fought side by side with the Nazis against Russia. By the autumn of 1941
anti-Communist Legions were formed in all the Catholic countries> Portugal,
Spain, France and . by the Rexist Catholic party in Belgium. All the
volunteers were enlisted to fight against godless Soviet Russia.
The German bishops issued a declaration in 194-2 in which they said, "A
victory over Bolshevism would be equivalent to the triumph of the teaching
of Jesus over that of the infidels." Baron points out that "certainly
during the war, despite the regime's unrelenting persecutions, the majority
of German Catholics rallied behind llitler."^ There appears to be no evidence
that the Pope rebuked the German bishops for their declarrtions and activities.
in Manhattan, jojd. cit. p.207.
cit. p.113.
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,4s the WrsI .-rnv'es cut deep Into Russian territory, tlis V? tle;.n sent
rdviee to the various national. C.\tholi': hi 3rr-rehies ell over ths :;orM to
"support the railit-rry campaign eg;..inst godless Russia, not only pr.ssively
but y.lso -ctively in the moral field."1 This advice was siren in ? letter
sent by the Papal Secretary of State to the C.-.tholics of the uorld.
While the Nazi attack on Russia v/as satisfactory to the Vatican, it
produced a different effect on countries th^t were :irb an the Fascist orbit.
Prime 'linicter Churchill -it once announced tlix?.t "though he h d not chrnged
his views on Communism, any "th or sti.te v:ho fights .- gr.inrst Tl'iaism v.dll hrve
o
•our aid1. Thr.t is our policy e.ncl. that is our decl.ij.ration."'" The sane idea
is expressed in tha .Vfclantie Charter article 3 in rhioh Churchill nad
Roosevelt sry tloat they ra-spect the rifht of all peoples to choose the
form of government under which they trill live; and they wish to see sovereign
rights and self-government restored, to those who hc.ve been forcibly deprived
of them.^ The Atlantic Charter was strengthened by the Joint Declaration
of tTrenty-six United Nations including Soviet Russi.- regfirdin.3 cooperative
rra- effort against the Axis Countries.
Beteeen the time of the Atlantic Chr.rter in August 194-1 v^ the joint
declaration of the United Nations and Soviet Russia, President Roosevelt mi.de
an effort to convince Pius XII that Germany was more dangerous to religion and
humanity thf.n Russia, and indirectly solicited the support of the Vatican.
This produced a psychological conflict, c.nd the allitnce between the Allies
and Russia caused the psychological conflict to become acute, "1'hy must
^Quoted in Manho ttan. .22. cit. p.rO4..
2]3enns. erg. ^it. p.54-5.
2 James Ti". Gantenbaln. Documentary Background of ITbrld VlcV II 1931 to 1941.
(New York, 194-8), p.1034-.
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Communistic Russia noi? be elded, they were thinking, when just yesterday
this sane Communism Ird been fought In Spr.in?"-*- asked ' McHfe'ion. .Although
McMahon shared the vie1// of President Roosevelt that £.t this moment of
history Nazism its a greater danger to the world than Communism, this
Catholic scholar admits that "for ten Catholics who night h:vve ree.d the
papal encyclical agr.inst Coiaraunism, there rve probably only one who had
rend the equally strongindictment against Kazism." The anti—Nazi en
cyclical, ?at Brenno.nder Sorp;e, wrs issued five dcys before the publication
of tha encyclical -.gainst Commun.: s.m, J.)ivini Redemptoris. "1st the foruier
was generally ignored s.t the very time It should hv.ve been foreinost in the
minds of sien."-^
The attitude of the Vp.ticcn toward Rusci;-. at this tlrne mc,l:es it clear
that the Vatican was not only unwilling to consider Vetican-Russian recon
ciliation, but also opposed to tli3 idee of the l lliance of the .filliss v/ith
Russia.^- rMle Vatican outbursts of opposition tmverd Russia continued,
Great Brit-.In signed a mutual assistance p.?.ct v.dth Russia. It was disturbing
enough for the Allies to collaborate v:ith Russir. during the r/rr, but to
continue to collaborate with Russia after the i?ar was horrifying to the
Vatican, -S the pact called for post-war coll:borf tion. B:.rt II Article III
of the pact reads, "The high contracting prrties declare their desire to
unite with ©the- like-runded States in -'doptinj proposals for common action
to preserve peace and resist eggrsssion in the post-war period.11^ The Vatican
1A Getholla Looks Jit .The Jbrld. (Meg York, 1945), p.104..
2Ibid, p. 102.
3Ibid.
4-lfew York Times. June 7, 1939.p.l.
^Cited In ITilliajn Irndell -Elliott and K. Dunca Hall s.vrt others(ed.).Tha
British Comraonwealth At Wr.r. p. 494..
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believed that the Charter of the United Nations and the Anglo-Russian
pact left out the Catholic Church in the planning of post-iv&.r Europe.
The Orthodox Church anS the Soviets were drawn closer together as war
continued, and as more criticism eaiae from the Vatican and the outside world.
Following the dissolution of the Comintern on lay 22, 194-3, the patriarchate,
which had been suspended since the des:th of Tilchon in April 1925, was re
stored "with the concurrence of Strlin on September L, 194-3, and training
colleges for priests were again established in Russia."! Not only did
President Roosevelt imply that he would welcome an understanding between
the Vatican and Moscow, but Moscow made an effort for reconciliation.
"Moscow indeed sent a memorandum to the Pope himself, offering coordinated
action between Moscow and the Holy See on post-war organisation for the
solution of morr.1 and social problems." It appears that there is no record
of a reply.
The Kremlin and the Vatican were rt odds on at least four pltnes;
philosophical, religious, economic and diplomatic. Ever since Thomas Aquinas
Catholic political philosophers have held that the purpose of any government
is to secure justice and his natural rights for the individual citizen.
As Pius XI had remarked, "society is for roan and not vice-versa." But ever
since Hegel a contrary notion has developed which claims that society, or the
state,is a mystic organism in itself, and that the individual hes no rights
except those which the state confers. Vatican political philosophy is rooted
in Aquinas while Marxist Communism stems from Hegel.
Bernard Pares. "Religion Under the Czars and the Soviets."U.S.S.R.
Ernest J. Sinmonr. ed* (Ithaca, Hsw York, 194.7), p.34-3. ~~
2L'0sservatore Romano. August 14, 1944-. Cited in Manhattan, op.cit. p.344.
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The religious conflict between the Kremlin and the Vatican hinges on
the doctrine of Marx that "religion is the opiate of the people." Catholics
view Stalin's reestablishment of the Orthodox Church somewhat cynically,
partly because it is a rival orthodoxy to Rome's, but also because they
thin& it is under Stalin's thumb.
In economics, the Catholic Church believes strongly in privat: property,
while Communists (at least in theory) do not. Moreover, recognising that the
masses of Europe no longer h-ve f&ith in old-fashioned capitalism, the Church
has outlined a new economic philosophy which .is equally opposed to capitalism
and socialism. The encyclical of Pius II Que-drr.gesimo Anno (1931) reconsraends
a kind of functional, stratified system which found a partial expression in
Mussolini's "Corporate State."
In the field of diplomacy the conflict is interesting. Here, on the
secular plane, stand two fallible human beings, Stalin and Pius XII, the
absolute rulers respectively of the largast and the smallest states in the
world. They are in a diplomatic duel for the confidence of 350,000,000
Europeans. Every move one makes is surcharged with danger.
These four planes of conflict make it extremely difficult for peace to
prevail between these two contestants. ^o the impartial observer it seems
to be a long drawn out struggle. The conflict shifts from one plane to
smother with increasing intensity.
An all-Russian Church Council was held in Febru ry 19*45, when a new pat
riarch, Alexei, was elected. The government had returned to the Church a
substantial part of the property it had confiscated. Churches and. ancient
shrines .were restored to public worship frith government support. This new
policy has been directed primarily toward improving ths position of the
Russian Orthodox Church, which is s visible expression of the growing spirit
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of nationalism brought on by the German invasion. No comparable advantages
hr.ve heen extended to other faiths.
The revival of the Russian Orthodox Church fits Into the pattern of
Russian occupation or control of the Slav countries in the Balkans. As the
Russians drove the Germans out of Rumania, /Ibfinia, Bulgaria, Greece and
Yugoslavia^there was revival of the Pan-Slav agitation by Russia. After
all, stripped of its trappings, Pan-Slavism emerges ; s simple Russianisra.
In the old days the ides, was to federate all the sins.ll Slf.v nations under the
Russian Tsar. Today the idea is the same, except that the Communist dictator
replaces the Tsar. It is true that the Bulgars and Yugoslavs would prefer a
Russian yoke to a German. But it is true too that they would rather have
none at all.
The all-Russian Orthodox Church he.s been revival with much poop and
ceremony and Moscow hs.s resumed its pla.ce *s the center of the Eastern
Orthodox World. The Kremlin is again the political head, of shout 150,000,000
Christians; the powerful, self-appointed defender of 13,000,000 Orthodox
worshippers in Rumania, 5,250,000 in Bulgaria,. 6,500,000 in Greece, 7,500,000
in Yugoslavia, 4,000,000 in Poland, and other millions in other places.
The Eastern Orthodox Church was long a major channel through which the Russian
rulers broadened and strengthened their influence in Europe and. Asia* "For
fully two hundred years It enabled the Tsars, e.s tho distinguished Philip
Schaff wrote sixty years ago, to be fthe most powerful rivals of the Roman
Pope1."1
With the revival of the Eastern Orthodox Church the Vatican now has two
-R.H. Markham. "Stalin and the Orthodox Church." Christian Century. April
IS, 1945. 62, 490.
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strone forces to contend with: Communism and the Orthodox Church* It
should not be difficult to understand the conflict in the light of the
rivalry that proximity hes brought into the situation. With the Vatican
in the past having such a hostile e.ttitude toward Communism and the Orthodox
Church, ona is not surprised to notes the reaction of Communist *ussia and
the Orthodox Church toward Roman Catholicism in the Eastern, Russian-occupied
countries.
The Russian Orthodox Church, with historic ties in many lt.ndn, notably
among the Slavs of the Balkans and in other parts of the Wear and Riddle East,
could be of great value to the Soviet government in the field of international
relations especially when counterposed to the Vatican, which since 1917 had
unremittingly opposed Communism, primarily because of its anti-religious
character.
It was perhe.ps the greatest tragedy of our era that the t™o mjor gen
uinely international movements, Catholicism and Communism (or whft the Nazis
chose to call the Bl-ck and. Red Internationals), through their mutual
hostility, 1- rgsly neutralized each other's efforts in combating excessive
nationalism. It stands to reason th-t, vrere it not for this overpowering
fear of Communism, the Catholic Church would have more effectively
"counteracted the spread of the new paganism."
•'•Baron, joj). cit. p.111.
CONCLUSION
I have pointed, out thrt the Vatican was successful in r/arding off
the advance of Coramunism in Western Europe by its collaboration r:ith
Fascist reg5r.es. The caramon hostility of the Vaticon and the Fascist re
gimes toward Communism formed the basis of the collaboration. The Vatican
was grateful to the Fascist Mussolini for his cooperation in solving the
Roman Question which provided the Papacy with a temporal state from which
the temporal activities of the Vatican might be carried on. The Latsran
Treaty of February 1929 was signed and a growing friendship was formed be
tween Fascist Italy and the Vatican State,
The Vatican cooperated with Mussolini in his Ethiopian venture, and
opposed the action of the League of .Hhtions Mien that body invoked economic
sanctions ageinst Italy.
.Armed with the international recognition thr.t is due a sovereign, in
dependent state, the Vatican proceeded to mrke Its political, social, economic
and spiritual position crystal clear in interaction; tl mr-.tters.
The Catholic Church turns out to be an affective political force whenit
goes to work. From the Pope dorm to the parish priest, the forces of the
Church campaigned against Communism in Italy in the 1948 Italian elections.
"Priests told purishoners that it ve.s a sin to stay n.way from the polls, a
greater sin to vote for the Communists.nl Leaderc of the Communists said
that the heavy vote by women, influenced by the priests, contributed largely
to the Communist defeat. Letters from Meric?- told voters throughout Italy
that their election t/eis not just n local .-iffair. Italian Americans encouraged
•'•U.S. News. April 30, 194.3. p.23.
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by their political leaders, v/rote millions of letters to relatives and
friends in Italy, urging then to vote against Communists. la Italian
toms and villages thene letters v:ere read by recipients to other ■Voters at
public meetings. From the Lateran. Treaty of 1929 to the Italian electionsof
194.3, due in p .rt to the pr.pcl encyclicals Quadrates lino Anno in 1931 (in which
the Pope encourage'" the establishment of corpor. t ■; states rlth which to fight
Communism) and Divini Redemptorie In 1937 ( in ahich tlie Pops declared Comm
unism to be 'intrinsically wrong1)* the politice.1, social, economic and
spiritual policy of the Vatican mas brought to boar in Church an:= State re
lations, and in opposing Coirounlsrs.
The Vatican was opposed to Cosi'iunisa :!n Sp;.in 'in-' supported Franco in
the establishment of a fascist corporate state. By 194-3 the government of
Fr-nco seemed well entrenched. Spain hrs had no free elections since 1936.
.Even members of the p;■ rli;.raent are appointed directly or Indirectly by Franco.
Only one political p'-rty is rocognjzed, the Eb.scist—tyre Fsiange.
Before Hitler invaded Poland: in 1939 there was strong opposition to
Comsuiinsm fron the western borders of Russia to the Atlantic Ocean, an:' from
the Baltic to the Mediterranean Seas. Tho ¥atic-'.n •.v;-..s also able to secure
friendly diplomatic relations v/Ith. the Dnite>l St"tes \<hsn President Roosevelt
appointed Ifyron C. Taylor as his personal ambassador to the Vatican in Daceis-
bor 1959.
TJhsn Hitler attacked Poland and set the stage for TTorld ITar It, nsv:
alignments cane into existence. The new alignments x?ere based on whether or
not Nazism was more dangerous than Communism, and the Vatican took sides
with Baaism and FrscisE! against Cor-aunisE. By Its bole! anti-CoiEtiunist rollcy
the Vatican either voluntarily supported the Hasis or vo.s torcac,. to decide to
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st-nd rith IK tier rgnirtpi Soviet Russir. For the Allies - "cfter Soviet
Russia's entrance into the Second Ivorld YJr.r, its exclusion from the Le:.;gue
of Nations in Decesiber, 1939, v:as entirely forgotten, and. it we included
in the new comity of the United Nations."1 On Janucry 1, 19-42 the repre
sentatives of 26 nations thr.t "'ore fighting against the Axis eggrennors
signed in TTr shinston, D.C. c. Declaration by the United Iktio^s (including
Russia.), "in v;hich they undertook to coop-uv.te in v.-innin," the r.-.,r rind not
to m?.lze c sev'-Tits perxe. L'-ter on r. Mutual /.ssirt; r.ce Poet was reigned
hetv.-oen C«r«!:-t Britein ami the Soviets:;, r.nd tbe elljjnnnnts of the .117ies v.dth
Russia t/ere cocploted. The ixiB r.ruE defe-vbed .--nd the r/r-.r closed in 194-5.
L»t us digrotts for r moment fron Soviet-Yr-.tican rQlrtioa.s •.■nd examine
the emergence cft^r the v/t.r of the gra.is of the fioviet Union. The Coiniiuiiist
influence extends not/ fron Center.1 Gen-icDy find the Mrlet.tr.' to the China Sea.
It spreads over cbout 10 riillior square niles ar;d offsets .vpproxiw-'taly /,60,
000,000 people. The Communist oi"g;"rlz.:r;tion o£ Stalin h. n infliiGnco r.'ith nixie
European countries, h/If of Garr?.z nj srrl the rieh~;"t portion of China. E'.-.pid
exp? nsion of the Foviot Onion beg'-.n in earnest on August 2.4, 1939 v.lien Coeibi-
unist Russia signed ;. pact v/ith H;u-:i Germany. The United Statee gave militery
e.id to Rusria, but it the xrcr's end the Comraunists turned to empire building.
The pont-Trrr drive for pov;ei- by the Communists has b-:-en SY/ift and thorough.
In Europe the Coirmmnists .■■sked for more then the TTsrtom Powers v/cre prep-red
to give them. Thoy Bought condition" o^ pe-rce th- t would en.cbls their, to get
control of Germany end t Ice a dominrting position in TTestern Europe, \ihen
^TS-'X f. Ls.serson. Russia, and ;bhe Western World.(New York, 194-5)>p.256.
2"Origin, ed?. Evolution of the United Uations," lerrbook of the United lfetlono.
A7-Ag. p.3.
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this? was refused, the "cold war" between East and Uept began.
Eastern Europe slid. swiftly into the grasp of Coiamunists, Yugoslavia,
Albania, Rumania and Bulgaria carae out of t>.e r.rar with Coisnuni sts in pouer.
Polsnd, Czechoslovakia and Hungary were;taken over by Coimuniet minorities.
Resistance in ^urope, sperked by the Marshall Plan, has slowed, dovn
the Communist advance to the rest. But the Coraraunlrts are nor; expending
their influence In another direction, namely China cnC. the Fcv Best.
In the Russian advance to the -ivest, the V; tlct.n suffered serious losses
in Eastern Europe. In the Baltic St-ton, Poland, Rumania, East Geror.ny, Hun-
gcry, CzechoslovE-kia, Yugoslavia, and Bulgrrie, "the Kremlin crrae into auth
ority over at least 45,000,000 Piembers of the Romm Catholic Church who had
not been subject to its rule before 1939.nl The Vatican lost some prestige
in rt-.ly and Spain, Portugal, Irelcnd and Belgium and subst'-ntirj. partici
pation in po?;er in the Netherlands, IVost Gernany cnC France. The Vctican
must now roly on non-Cc.tholic political allies to survive and protect itself
in. this pont-war ^?orlc rd.-tli Commxn'.m. yot c. rrorld men;: ce, for there are no
strong Catholic countries in the ••orld today that can challenge Communism on
the field of battle.
This vary account in p.-rt for the cultivation of friendly relations with
the United States by the Vatican.. The losses of the Vatican may also account
for the use by it of what it calls the "vital law of continuous adaptation."2
This so called 'vital law1 provides the Vatican vslth the privilege of dealing
with any government ?t any time that rill prove advantageous to the Vatican.
Blanshard. Communism. Democracy, raid Catholic Porrer. (Boston,. 195l),p.l3.
2L'0ssei-vatore RoEis.no. Quoted in Ifeg Republic. June 30, 194.7.116:10.
The Catholic Church leys stress upon the way a government acts, and not
particularly upon the type of political fora it constitutes. The mr.xn.
requirement it leys down is that any regime, whatever its character,
conform to the stand." rds of lat? and. justice, and respect c.s :vell the "rights
of the Church to bring her doctrine of eternal salvation to the people."
The Church rill condemn c. monarchy th t violates its conception of
natural law as it Trill approve a democracy th- t earnestly aimc to fulfill
the demands of justice. Its mission is to save a soul, and to pursue its
mission it sometimes has to take great risks. "It Is said of Pope Pius XI
that he was willing to deal with the devil in order to ensure the salvation
2
of souls." Sidney Hook has said, "If v;e are to judge by the ivritings of
the outspoken apologists of Catholicism in Earope and America they are just
as ready, if necessity arises, to !>• ptize Marx es they once baptised
Aristotle."-^ Tiith this "vitsl lav; of continuous adaptation" -s a policy of
the Vatican, it is not impossible, though highly improbable, thnt there may
be a rapT3rocheraont betv;een the Kremlin and the Vatican. Dalla Torre said
in an editorial, in the L'Osserv-;tore Romano, dated June 17, 1%7 that
"there is alvrays room for peaceful accommodations,...Nations must realise
that in geographical spe.ee all ideas c;-n live."^
After the war both the Vatican and the White House trere suddenly found
accepting the sane vie\?s concerning Communism. Rirti.cula.rly since the days of
the Spanish war the Vatican had hrmraered at this theme through media ranging
from Papal encyclicals to parish pulpits and Vatican press. Its words fell
, op., cit. p.170.
2Ibid, p.82.
^Cited in Bl^nshard. American Freedom a.nl Catholic Por/er. p.259.
^Cited in New Republic. June 23, 1947. 116:8
on fertile soil once Tforld T!7e.r II was ended, and the Russians were no
longer fighting as allies of the United States. The first to put the
Vatican's words into Faction on a warld-isd.de, c.nny moving scale was
President Truman.
It is no surprise thst the Vatican is anxious to cultivate American
friendship. Mien Pius ZII beceme Pope in 1939, there -neve three cardinals,
seventeen archbishops, and 123 bishops in the United States. Today the
number lies jumped to four cardinals, nineteen r.rclibishops air! 162 bishops-
a total incree.se of forty-two .prelates. Millions of dollars have crossed
the Atlantic to the papel treasury.
The Pope now sees his faithful most tormented by the Red threat of
atheism. In Hungary, Yugoslavia, Poland, Rumania, Czechoslovakia, the
Ukraine, Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, anr- now China., he vetches his clergy
imprisoned, tortured and killed. The pontiff fights back through his
addresses, his paper L'Osservrtore Rorpano. and through perhaps his most
powerful weapon, the Vatican radio.
Some 1,300 reports of cardinals, archbishops, nuncios, apostolic delegates
and bishops pour into the Vatican at regular intervals. E?.ch bishop must
visit Rose every five years to report personally to Pius XII on conditions
in his diocese. By creating 32 new c;: rdinnls in 194-5 Pi"us ZII brought the
far corners of the Church more strongly into contact tilth Rome than -t any
other point in modern tir.es. In 1946 Pius III said to a Sicilian bishop: "It
is not impossible that one day the Pope mcj be hanged on the gallows in St.
Peter's Square."^ He feors that the battle with Communistic atheism mry be
1Neusv/eelb. April 4-, 194-9.
the hardest in the Church's history. Prom the quiet scholar of 50
yeo.rs ego, Pius III has become a fighting Pope. He intends to protect
his people and their faith at whatever personal effort and cost. He is
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The primary material used consists of tre-. ties, pj-cts, ch rters
and personal correspondence cited in different parts of the thesis.
The Lr-term Treaty of 1929 between Mussolini and the Vatican is to be
faun", in TCheeler-Bennett's Documents on .International Affairs 1929.
The Three Poirer Pact tbt v;a? signed by Germany, Itcly and Japan on
September 27, 194-0 is tslcen out of fi:.r System I"t, 1937-4,1 by Qui^ley.
Harriet L. Honre's Soviet Far Eastern Policy furnishes the neutrality pcet
th-'t was signed by Russia and Japan on ■* pril 13, 19-41 • The Ye- rbook of
the United Nations supplied the material for the origin :md development
of the United Nations. William Yandell Elliott et al. in The British
Comiaonyirealth at War provides the terms of the Anglo-Russian pact of 1942»
In order to throv; light on Vatican-Un-'ted States relations the Jj^rtime
.Correspondence BetY/een ^ranident Roosevelt and Pope Pius XII was used.
The official Catholic isr.tori.-.l is found in L'Ossgrvatore Romi-.no« the
t
Comaom:real. Civilta C; ttolicr, and Popolo d' Ifetlia. the ISexi York Timen fur
nishes excerpts from L'Ossqrvatore fiomt.no, giving the part plryecl hy the
Vatican in droppiri" Russia from the Le&^ue of Nations on December 14, 1939.
The so-called 'Vital law of continuous -drptntion" used by the Vt.ticcin is
found in L'Osservatore Roar.no by isiy of the He':: Republic. The opposition
to s-r-notions agr.inst Italy by the Vatican is found in the Jesuit organ
Civilta C .ttolica quoted in the Ifew York Times. The statement of Cardinal
Shuster of Mlr.n found in Popolo _d.^ Itc2±.^ is quoted in Blanchard's
American Freedo?a and jgatholic Power. This rar.de it possible to venture the
assertion thc.t the Vetican endorsed l.fussolini's conquest of Ethiopia. The
4-7
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attitude of the Vatican toward Russo-Germrn occupation of Poland and
the Russian att- ck on Finlrnd is fount", in tho Commonweal undsr the ccption
"The Papacy ?vn& Poland." The Commonrreal_an-; othsr Crtholic publications
give support to other rasteric.1 tiv-.t wr.s used.
The second■■iiy material of .?. more or less scho.lai.-ly chm-scter that was
used is Modern nationalism ancl Religion, by Srlo Bbron, Reimr-n's Germany,
World Eatiire or !7orld Revolution. Lichtenberger's Third Reich and Vera
Dean's Russia at "far and Rugsia-r.fcnace or Promise? In S::lo B-iron's
Modern Hotionf/lism and Reliftion there is an effort to secure the facts
of Vatican relations frith European countries. Quite r. bit of material
in the thesis is drawn directly or indirectly froui this book. Quite s.
bit of the material concerning Tfctional Socialism in trken from Reiraen's
Genaany. Tforld Tjsmlre or World Revolution r.nd Lichtenberger's Third Reich.
In her tv;o pamphlets Rnssi.''- at Vi;\v ani Etorssifi-Meiu:.ce or ProirJ.se?. Vera
Dean gives information on ^usBi&'s political, economic and religious .-.ims.
Joseph Bernht'.rdt's The Vatican as a World Pot:or and The Vatican-Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow by George Seldes are important in furnishing a good
background for the study of the attitude of the Vp.ticsn toward Russia
from 1936 to 194.5.
There are three anti-Catholic books that sere the sources of much
information. They ere Blanshard's American ..Freedom and Gc tholic Pp?;er
and Communism. Democracy and Catholic Power and Manhattan's The Vatican
in T'ovld. Politics. Blanshard's books are better documented than t'1.2 one
^rnten hj "fc.nh::tt£n. Blanshard is anxious, hovireirer, to keep America from
the pouer of Russia and the Vatican, which prevents him from bein.^ unbiased
c?.s he otherwise might lr.ve been. E-nhattan's book The Vatic^.n in World.
Politics could h-ve been of irmuense help if the author h:.-d said hovj, ivhere,
and -Then he secured his moterir.1. He seems 'bo use sows of his documentation
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as a point from which he moves into the area of propaganda, in-, gim.tion
and speculation. One has to read, his arterial critically artel get support
for what Manhattan s?.ys from other sources to be on sr.fe, unbiased and
scholarly grounds. McMahon, T/ho is associate professor of philosophy at
the University of Chicago, rives a pro-Gat".-.olio philosophical view in
A Ce-tholi? Looks At fhe VJbrld.
In a treatment o.f Soviet-Vatican relations in Eastern Europe and the
Balkans, much riatsri::..! is to be found in Bilnanir. • Baltic Essr.ys. Stoyan's
ST)otl-'??ht on the Balkans and Krzesinski's Polo.nd's Rights To Justice.
Outside of primary mj.tsrial, it is quite difficult to find authors
who npprorch this subject objectively. It is essentially one on vliich
pp.rtis-Mnship rules attitudes taken towards Russia and tor/ards the Catholic
Church. The essential te.sk of the thesis 1if..s been critical comparison a.nd
assessment of the various secondary raatoricls ■■•.vailable.
